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Overview

u Pennsylvania State Climate Office

u What we do and what we provide

u Climate trends in Pennsylvania

u Analysis of different climate variables

u Climate change and communication



Pennsylvania State Climate Office –
What we do

u Provide climate services to clients across the commonwealth

u Manage archives of state weather data for multiple weather reporting 
networks

u Provide support for decision-making tools that require weather input

u Agriculture, transportation, etc.

u Partake in research related to climate impacts and historical climate trends

u Website: http://climate.met.psu.edu/



Data Networks – Many across the state



Visualizing weather data

Taken from:
http://climate.met.psu.edu/data/current/dailysum.php?id=KABE



Data Archive



Example: FAA Network Stations



Climate Data Caveats!

u Be mindful of observation times/dates with climate datasets

u Airport locations (FAA/NWS) are automated weather stations – report hourly 
or sub-hourly – daily reports are usually midnight to midnight local time 
summaries of a particular calendar day (e.g. Dec. 22nd observations were from 
12am Dec 22 to 12am Dec 23)

u NWS COOP sites are volunteer observers – they report 24-hour summaries 
once a day – typically taken between 6-8am each morning for the prior 24-
hour period

u The observation for Dec. 22nd is the 24-hour period prior to 7am Dec. 22nd – so, 7am 
Dec 21 through 7am Dec 22 local time is the Dec 22 observation

u This confuses the general public consistently (and you can see why)

u Just a note in case you ever are comparing inter-network observations



Community Collaborative Rain, Hail, & Snow 
Network (CoCoRaHS)

u I am the state coordinator for 
CoCoRaHS

u Report 24-hour precipitation totals 
once-a-day (similar to COOP – usually 
7 or 8am local time)

u High-quality network of precipitation 
information

u In addition to precip, you can report 
observation notes (cloud cover, 
precip type falling now, frost 
present, etc.)

u Anyone can do this with a rain gauge 
and an interest in the weather!

u Potential learning opportunity for 
students
u Contact me if any interest



American Association of State 
Climatologists

u Most states have a state climate office (48 
of the 50 states)

u Some are housed within state government 
agencies (e.g. DEP, DOT, etc.)

u Others are within universities (most with 
geography, geoscience, or atmospheric 
science departments)

u Additional climate service organizations 
span multiple states and select regions of 
the country

u E.g. Northeastern Regional Climate 
Center, USDA Regional Climate Hubs, 
etc.



Climate of Pennsylvania

u Because of our close proximity to bodies of water (Atlantic Ocean and Great 
Lakes) and frequent moisture transport from the Gulf of Mexico, PA is a 
persistently “wet” region

u Extended periods of drought, while highly disruptive, are relatively rare

u Persistent winds from the west bring relatively frequent storms and 
disturbances in the atmospheric flow to the state

u Northwest winds in the winter bring relatively cold weather in the winter and 
southerly flow in the summer provides hot and humid weather

u PA is a unique state in that many “extreme” weather events can occur

u Tropical cyclones, winter storms, severe storms/tornadoes, etc.



Changes in the Climate of 
Pennsylvania



Pennsylvania Climate Divisions

u Most states are separated into 
climate regions, or divisions

u Each division is assigned based on 
basic climate characteristics that 
are similar across the division

u Historical trend analysis is typically 
done either with divisional data or 
Historical Climate Network stations



Pennsylvania Historical Climate Network 
(HCN) Stations

u 24 stations in Pennsylvania

u The US HCN is part of a global HCN 
that forms the basis of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) reports and 
projections that are released at 
the international level

u Stations are part of the National 
Weather Service COOP network 
(report once a day)



Statewide Winter Temperatures (Dec-Feb)

Trend: +0.20 degrees F per decade



Statewide Spring Temperatures (Mar-May)

Trend: +0.10 degrees F per decade



Statewide Summer Temperatures (Jun-Aug)

Trend: +0.10 degrees F per decade



Statewide Fall Temperatures (Sept-Oct)

Trend: +0.10 degrees F per decade



Statewide Winter Precipitation (Dec-Feb)

Trend: -0.02” per decade



Statewide Spring Precipitation (Mar-May)

Trend: +0.04” per decade



Statewide Summer Precipitation (Jun-Aug)

Trend: +0.01” per decade



Statewide Fall Precipitation (Sept-Nov)

Trend: +0.24” per decade



Largest Trend – Lower Susquehanna Climate Division

Trend: +0.29” per decade



Digging Deeper Into the 
Trends



Cause of Rising Temperatures -
Nighttime
u Lowest minimum annual 

temperature for State College 
1893-2015

u Increased by between 5-8 degrees 
F over past ~125 years

u Why might this be the case?
u Urbanization

u Location of observation has moved

u More cloud cover at night

u Anthropogenic sources



Number of “Hot” Days

u Days with high temperatures >= 90 
degrees F

u Almost no trend - even slightly 
decreasing over the past ~125 years

u Goes against what may be 
“conventional wisdom”

u This does not mean that, on average, 
temperatures are not warming – just 
that very hot days are not increasing

u Why?

u Urbanization (shadows, shade, etc.)

u Increased moisture content

u Foliage from nearby trees, etc.



But it is not a crystal clear picture…

u Number of cold nights in West 
Chester, PA (when temps dropped 
to at or below 10 degrees F)

u Cold nights have increased over 
the past 125 years



What about extreme precipitation days?

u In addition to more precipitation 
over the course of a year, the 
number of very wet days has 
increased over the decades

u Notice that over the past decade 
or two, West Chester has not had a 
year in which there were 0 days of 
>=2.00” of precipitation



What does this all mean?

u The climate is changing – and the climate is always changing

u While the scientific consensus is that temperatures will generally rise over 
the next few decades along with increasing precipitation, how that is 
distributed across the globe is far from certain

u In other words, State College, PA may cool consistently through the next 50 years 
while Chicago dramatically warms

u Bradford, PA may become much wetter while Boise, ID becomes much drier



Global Climate Change 
and Scientific 

Communication



Scientific Communication

u This is a crucial aspect of any discipline, but especially in the sciences

u This is a problem not just in the climate community but weather forecasting, 
as well

u As educators, it is important to emphasize to students that communication is 
such a critical skill



Climate Change and Uncertainty

u What do we mean when we say scientific “consensus?”

u Does this mean a consensus that the Earth is warming? That the Earth is warming 
and humans play some role in this trend? That the Earth is warming and humans 
play a larger role than any other influence on the climate?  What does consensus 
even mean (e.g. 75% of scientists, 90% of peer-reviewed research, etc.)

u When looking at climate change projections – how good are the models?

u How to accurately portray uncertainty in the forecast AND communicate this 
effectively to the public

u What does global average temperature actually mean to someone living in SE 
Pennsylvania?  

u How does weather differ from climate? Are they the same?



Some things to think about..

u Climate change will not affect everyone equally at a local level

u Some places may even see cooling trends for a period of time

u It is important to differentiate local weather to global climate trends

u For example, the number of wet days or hot days may not always increase in a 
given location for a period of time – this does not mean the climate is not 
changing, just that local effects play some role in the local climate

u Encourage students to analyze datasets for themselves

u Critically thinking and analyzing data (especially large datasets) are always 
important skills for future scientists

u Allows them to form conclusions for themselves



Communicate Additional Players in Climate

u The oceans play a key role in heat distribution

u Clouds (high, middle, and low) also affect heat distributions

u Surface reflectivity (snow, ice, forest, desert, etc.) of the Earth plays a role

u Many other factors, some better understood and quantified, than others are 
also part of the story



Climate Impacts

Courtesy of: US EPA



References

u Divisional Data – National Centers for Environmental Information Climate-At-
A-Glance: https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag/

u Station Data – Applied Climate Information System - http://scacis.rcc-
acis.org/

u Climate Impacts Imagery: https://www.epa.gov/climate-impacts/climate-
impacts-water-resources



Questions


